Murder in the Raw (A Rex Graves Mystery)

When beautiful French actress Sabine Durand mysteriously disappears, Rex Graves flies to the
Caribbean paradise of St. Martin to investigate. But no one told the Scottish barrister that the
islands white sand beaches would be filled with people walking around starkers. Apparently,
Sabine was staying at an exclusive nudist resort. Not even a few pints of Guinness can prepare
Rex for all the brazenly exposed body parts he encounters. Keeping his gaze well above the
shoulders, Rex interviews Sabines friends. It seems everyone has something to hideâ€”from
her rich older husband to the sexy self-made millionaire to Monsieur Bijou, an influential
developer on the island with a fetish for jewels. Alibis unravel and motives are revealed as
Rex works to uncover the culprit of this crime au naturel. Praise for C. S. Challinors
Christmas is Murder:[star icon] A winner ... a must for cozy fans. â€”Booklist (starred review)
Challinors debut is a pleasant modern knockoff of [Agatha] Christie.â€”Kirkus Reviews
Challinor will keep most readers guessing as she cleverly spreads suspicion and clues that
point in one direction, then another. â€”Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine
Welsh Celtic Myth in Modern Fantasy: (Contributions to the Study of Science Fiction and
Fantasy), Betty Crockers Microwave cooking, Plant-Microbe Interactions, Glasnost,
Perestroika, and the Socialist Community, Beyond Gender: The New Politics of Work and
Family, Wicked Bedtime Stories Bundle (Adult Fairy Tales and Paranormal Shifter Romance),
Editorial Reviews. Review. Smooth prose will keep cozy fans turning the pages. ~Publishers
. Murder in the Raw (Rex Graves Mystery Book 2). Kindle Edition.
Murder in the Raw has ratings and 29 reviews. Chi said: Rex Graves, Scottish barrister, comes
to St. Martin at the request of an acquaintance he met.
Christmas is Murder (Rex Graves Mystery #1), Murder in the Raw (Rex Graves Mystery, #2),
Phi Beta Murder (Rex Graves Mystery, #3), Murder on the Moor (R.
Mystery Scene Magazine Review: In Murder in the Raw, Scottish barrister Rex Graves must
exposeâ€”and I do mean exposeâ€”the killer of Sabine Durand. Reginald Rex Graves QC
Rex Graves graduated with a first in law from Edinburgh University in , Murder in the Raw
(May , Midnight Ink Books). It's a dark day for Scottish barrister Rex Graves when he learns
that Lord Gordon Murgatroyd has passed away. Referred to as Judge Murder by Rex's
colleagues, the famously severe judge supposedly. Murder in the Raw Â· A Rex Graves.
Rex Graves flies to the Caribbean paradise of St. Martin to investigate the disappearance of
Sabine Durand, a beautiful French actress. But the Scottish barrister.
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